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Popular science summary of the thesis 
The brain is composed of diverse types of cells, which can be divided into neurons 

and non-neuronal cells. Neurons can communicate with other neurons through 

electrochemical signals, and they can be divided into excitatory and inhibitory 

types. The inhibitory neuronal types use the signal molecule GABA; hence they 

can also be called GABAergic neurons. GABA makes the receiving neuron less 

likely to be activated. The GABAergic neurons can be further subdivided into 

smaller groups based on different features such as gene expression and 

appearance. Most of the GABAergic neurons of the cerebral cortex are produced 

in a transitory embryonic brain region called ganglionic eminence, and then 

migrate to their location in the cerebral cortex. The cerebral cortex is a layered 

sheet of cells encompassing the rest of the brain, and has many important 

functions, such as processing and interpreting sensory inputs. In this thesis, we 

focus on the development and function of different GABAergic neuron groups 

through four studies. 

In Paper I, we studied one large group of inhibitory neurons in the mouse cerebral 

cortex, characterized by the expression of the gene Sst. The Sst-expressing 

neurons (Sst neurons) can be divided into eight smaller groups, hereon call Sst 

subtypes, based on their similarities in gene expression. We showed that the Sst 

subtype identities are established already before the mouse is born and before 

the Sst neurons have found their final location and made their connections with 

other cells in the cerebral cortex. We showed that the active expression of the 

DNA-binding protein, Sox6, is necessary for the Sst neurons to remember their 

subtype identity during their migration to the cortex. After they have made their 

connections in the cortex, they no longer need Sox6 to remember their subtype 

identity.  

In Paper II, we focused on another group of inhibitory neurons in the mouse 

cerebral cortex, named neurogliaform cells (NGFCs). NGFCs have been implicated 

to be involved in the onset of schizophrenia. 22q11.2 deletion syndrome (22q11.2DS) 

is a genetic disease with an elevated risk of developing schizophrenia and like 

schizophrenic patients they have issues with sensory processing. This could be 

due to problems with integrating sensory signals with the prediction of those 

signals. The sensory signals originate from sensory organs, pass through a relay 

station, thalamus, and reach the sensory areas of the cortex while the  prediction 

signals reach the sensory areas of the cortex from other areas of the cortex, such 



as the anterior cingulate cortex. We created a genetic mouse model, Mia-Cre, to 

target a subgroup of NGFCs expressing the gene Mia (Mia-NGFCs). We combined 

Mia-Cre mice with a mouse model of 22q11.2DS, to study the role of Mia-NGFCs in 

22q11.2DS sensory processing. 22q11.2DS mouse model had reduced signals to 

Mia-NGFCs in the layer one of the visual cortex from both the thalamus and the 

anterior cingulate cortex. In contrast, we did not see reduced signals to excitatory 

neurons near the recorded Mia-NGFCs. Based on electrophysiological and gene 

expression data, the reduced signals could be due to changes in how Mia-NGFCs 

interpret the signals it receives, in contrast to changes in the neurons sending the 

signals. Our findings suggest that layer one Mia-NGFCs could play a role in the 

visual processing deficits seen in 22q11.2DS patients. 

In Paper III, we studied the expression of the gene and protein Bcl11b in GABAergic 

neurons, previously thought to be exclusively expressed in excitatory neurons. 

Surprisingly, we discovered widespread expression of Bcl11b in various inhibitory 

neurons in the mouse cerebral cortex, prompting us to question its reliability as a 

marker for excitatory neurons. 

Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) refers to the measurement of the 

expression levels of thousands of genes in isolated cells. Recently, novel scRNA-

seq methods have emerged. In Paper IV, we compared the performance of four 

different scRNA-seq methods on human brain tissue, to provide valuable insights 

for the choice of method for future studies. Despite variations in performance of 

different quality metrics, their overall performances were comparably similar. We 

recommend the choice of scRNA-seq method to be more guided by practical 

requirements such as available tissue amounts and access to hardware.  

Overall, our research not only deepens our understanding of GABAergic neurons’ 

development and function in health and in a risk model of schizophrenia but also 

offers practical methodological guidance. 

  



Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning  

Hjärnan är sammansatt av olika typer av celler, som kan delas in i nervceller och 

icke-nervceller. Nervceller kan kommunicera med andra nervceller genom 

elektrokemiska signaler och de kan delas in i exciterande och inhiberande typer. 

De inhiberande nervcellstyperna använder signalmolekylen GABA; därför kan de 

också kallas för GABAerga nervceller. GABA gör att den mottagande nervcellen är 

mindre sannolik att aktiveras. De GABAerga nervcellerna kan ytterligare delas in i 

mindre grupper baserat på olika egenskaper såsom genuttryck och utseende. 

Majoriteten av de GABAerga nervcellerna i hjärnbarken produceras i en embryonal 

hjärnregion som kallas för ganglionic eminence och migrerar sedan till sin plats i 

hjärnbarken. Hjärnbarken är hjärnans yttersta lager. Den består av flera skikt av 

celler och har många viktiga funktioner, såsom att bearbeta och tolka sensoriska 

input. I denna avhandling fokuserar vi på utvecklingen och funktionen av olika 

GABAerga nervcellstyper genom fyra studier.  

I Paper I studerade vi en stor grupp av inhiberande nervceller i musens hjärnbark, 

kännetecknade av uttrycket av genen Sst. De Sst-uttryckande nervcellerna (Sst-

nervceller) kan delas in i åtta mindre grupper, här nedan kallade för Sst-subtyper, 

baserat på deras likheter i genuttryck. Vidare visade vi att Sst-subtyper etableras 

redan innan musen föds och innan Sst-nervcellerna har hittat sin plats och gjort 

sina kopplingar med andra celler i hjärnbarken. Vi visade att det aktiva uttrycket 

av det DNA-bindande proteinet, Sox6, är nödvändigt för att Sst-nervcellerna ska 

komma ihåg sin subtypsidentitet under deras migration till cortex. Efter att de har 

gjort sina kopplingar i hjärnbarken behöver de inte längre Sox6 för att komma ihåg 

sin subtypsidentitet.  

I Paper II fokuserade vi på en annan grupp av inhiberande nervceller i musens 

hjärnbark, kallade neurogliaformceller (NGFC). NGFC har blivit kopplade till att vara 

involverade i uppkomsten av schizofreni. 22q11.2-deletionssyndromet (22q11.2DS) 

är en genetisk sjukdom med hög risk för att utveckla schizofreni och likt 

schizofrena patienter har de problem med bearbetning av sensoriska signaler. 

Detta kan bero på fel på integreringen av sensoriska signaler med prediktionen av 

dessa signaler. De sensoriska signalerna uppstår från sensoriska organ,  passerar 

en relästation, thalamus, och når de sensoriska områden i hjärnbarken medan 

prediktionssignalerna kan färdas från andra hjärnbarksområden, såsom anterior 

cingulate cortex, till sensoriska hjärnbarksområden. Vi skapade en genetisk 

musmodell, Mia-Cre, för att kunna studera en undergrupp av NGFC som uttrycker 



genen Mia (Mia-NGFC). Vi kombinerade Mia-Cre möss med en musmodell av 

22q11.2DS, för att studera rollen av Mia-NGFC i bearbetning av sensoriska signaler 

i 22q11.2DS. Hos 22q11.2DS-musmodellen såg vi en reducerad signalstorlek till Mia-

NGFCs i lager ett av den visuella hjärnbarken från både thalamus och anterior 

cingulate cortex. Däremot såg vi inte minskade signaler till exciterande nervceller 

nära de Mia-NGFC:erna som vi avledde ifrån. Data från elektrofysiologiska 

avledningar och genuttryck tyder på att de reducerade signalerna kan bero på 

förändringar i hur Mia-NGFC tolkar signalerna de tar emot, i motsats till 

förändringar i nervcellerna som skickar signalerna. Våra resultat tyder på att lager 

ett Mia-NGFC kan spela en roll i de brister i bearbetning av visuella signaler som 

ses hos 22q11.2DS-patienter. 

I Paper III studerade vi uttrycket av genen och proteinet Bcl11b i GABAerga 

nervceller. Bcl11b ansågs tidigare vara uteslutande uttryckta i exciterande 

nervceller. Vi upptäckte ett utbrett uttryck av Bcl11b i olika inhiberande nervceller 

i musens hjärnbark, vilket fick oss att ifrågasätta dess tillförlitlighet som en markör 

för exciterande nervceller.  

Single-cell RNA-sekvensering (scRNA-seq) avser mätning av uttrycksnivåerna för 

tusentals gener i isolerade celler. Nyligen har nya scRNA-seq-metoder dykt upp. I 

Paper IV jämförde vi prestandan hos fyra olika scRNA-seq-metoder på mänsklig 

hjärnvävnad, för att ge värdefulla insikter för val av metod för framtida studier. 

Trots variationer i prestanda för olika kvalitetsmått, var deras övergripande 

prestanda jämförbart lika. Vi rekommenderar därför valet av scRNA-seq-metod 

att styras mer av praktiska krav såsom vävnadsmängd och tillgång till hårdvara.  

Sammantaget fördjupar vår forskning inte bara vår förståelse av GABAerga 

nervcellers utveckling och funktion i hälsa och i en riskmodell för schizofreni utan 

erbjuder också praktisk metodologisk vägledning. 



 

 

Abstract 
In this thesis, I present four studies which examine i) the role of transcript factor 

Sox6 in the development and maintenance of cortical Sst interneurons, ii) the 

involvement of cortical neurogliaform cells (NGFCs) in the 22q11.2 deletion 

syndrome (22q11.2DS) mouse model, iii) the expression of Bcl11b in GABAergic 

interneurons, and iv) a comparative analysis of single-nucleus RNA sequencing 

(snRNA-seq) methods on human postmortem brain tissue. 

In Paper I, we demonstrated that transcription factor Sox6 is crucial for the 

maintenance of Sst interneurons' subtype identity during migration to the cortex, 

a function that is temporally regulated and intrinsic to the neurons. Despite Sox6's 

downregulation not affecting the specification, migration nor maturation 

processes of Sst interneurons, it plays a significant role in maintaining their pre-

acquired subtype identity. After network integration the subtype maintenance is 

no longer dependent on Sox6 expression. 

The 22q11.2DS, associated with the highest known genetic predisposition for 

schizophrenia, disrupts bottom-up (thalamocortical) and top-down 

(corticocortical) signal integration, as seen in reduced mismatch negativity. Paper 

II highlighted the potential role of cortical NGFCs in this integration in the 22q11.2DS 

mouse model. Using a novel Mia-Cre mouse line targeting Mia-expressing NGFCs 

(Mia-NGFCs), we found reduced excitatory inputs from both thalamus and 

anterior cingulate cortex to layer I Mia-NGFCs in 22q11.2DS mouse primary visual 

cortex. Electrophysiological and single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) 

evidence indicating this reduction is due to postsynaptic dysregulation in the Mia-

NGFCs. 

In Paper III, we revealed high expression of Bcl11b across various GABAergic 

interneurons in the mouse somatosensory cortex which puts its specificity as a 

marker for layer V-VI subcortical projecting pyramidal neurons into question. In 

fact, we show that 40% of layer V Bcl11b-positive cells were GABAergic 

interneurons, and scRNA-seq showed higher Bcl11b expression in interneurons 

than in layer V-VI pyramidal neurons, especially within the Htr3a-positive/Vip-

negative interneuron group (putative NGFCs).  

Finally in Paper IV, we benchmarked four snRNA-seq methods on human 

postmortem forebrain tissue, consisting mainly of striatal GABAergic neurons, 

aiming to guide method selection for future studies. Despite variations in 



performance metrics, all methods yielded comparable results, emphasizing the 

importance of considering practical factors such as tissue quality and data 

requirements when choosing among them. 

Overall, our research provides new insights into the intricate mechanisms 

underlying GABAergic neuronal development and function in health and in a 

predisposition model of schizophrenia while offering practical guidance for 

methodological choices.  
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1 Introduction 
The brain orchestrates a myriad of functions ranging from perception and 

movement to emotion processing, and its dysfunction underlies many prevalent 

disorders. The World Health Organization reports that nearly 970 million 

individuals globally are affected by mental disorders, such as anxiety, attention-

deficit/hyper-activity disorder, autism spectrum disorders, bipolar disorder, 

depression, and schizophrenia (World Health Organization, 2022). Brain function 

emerges from the complex interactions of neuronal circuits, which consist of 

diverse neuronal populations linked by specific inputs and outputs. Understanding 

these circuits requires not only identifying their constituent neurons and 

connections but also elucidating how these elements develop and interconnect 

to support the brain's dynamic capabilities. 

In this thesis, we concentrate on the development and function of two specific 

GABAergic neuron types in the neocortex of healthy mice and in a predisposition 

model of schizophrenia. Additionally, we present a study on the marker expression 

in GABAergic neurons and evaluate four single-nuclei RNA-sequencing methods 

applied to human GABAergic neurons in the forebrain. Aiming to shed light on the 

roles of GABAergic neurons within the broader context of brain function and 

disorder as well as providing methodological insights. 

1.1 Neocortex 

The mammalian brain is intricately organized into various regions distinguished by 

their cytoarchitecture, function, connectivity, and gene expression patterns (Ortiz 

et al., 2021). Among these regions, the neocortex stands out as a critical area, 

characterized by a six-layered structure of densely packed cells enveloping the 

cerebrum. Functionally, the neocortex is divided into sensory cortices that 

process inputs from sensory organs, motor cortices that handle signals related to 

voluntary movements, and higher-order cortices involved in complex functions 

such as cognition and emotional regulation (Purves, 2012). Sensory and motor 

areas are further categorized into primary and secondary cortices based on their 

proximity to the source of information flow. For instance, in mice, whisker 

stimulation activates neurons in the primary somatosensory cortex (barrel 

cortex), with subsequent processing in the secondary somatosensory cortex, 

both influenced by inputs from higher-order regions like the prefrontal cortex 

(Purves, 2012). This interaction exemplifies the flow of bottom-up signals from 

sensory inputs to the sensory cortices (via thalamus) and top-down signals from 



higher order cortices to sensory areas. Despite its pivotal role in higher cognitive 

functions such as learning, attention, and language, the cellular underpinnings of 

these complex neocortical processes remain largely elusive (Purves, 2012). 

1.1.1 Neocortical cell types 

Given the brain's vast number of cells and complex network of connections, it's 

understandable why some consider it the most intricate object in the known 

universe (Mesulam, 2008). To unravel its complexity, scientists have historically 

sought organizational principles, using reductionistic approaches. The advent of 

Golgi silver staining allowed Ramón y Cajal to visualize and trace individual 

neurons, positing the brain as an organ composed of discrete cellular units 

(Purves, 2012). Since identifying the neuron as the brain's fundamental biological 

unit, efforts have been made to classify cell types based on distinct 

characteristics. Ramón y Cajal categorized brain cells by anatomical location and 

morphology, while later advancements in patch clamp electrophysiology, tissue 

staining, and genetic animal models enabled classification based on 

electrophysiological properties, connectivity, marker expression, and 

developmental origins, respectively (Kepecs & Fishell, 2014). However, there is no 

strict correspondence between cell types as defined across different 

methodologies and laboratories. For instance, neocortical fast-spiking inhibitory 

neurons, known for their ability to generate high-frequency action potentials, 

include morphologically distinct basket and chandelier cells (Kepecs & Fishell, 

2014). 

Recent neuroscientific research has increasingly utilized single-cell RNA 

sequencing (scRNA-seq; see section 1.5 for more details) for cell type 

classification, offering higher throughput and resolution compared to previous 

methods (La Manno et al., 2021; Tasic et al., 2016, 2018; Yao, Liu, et al., 2021; Yao, 

van Velthoven, et al., 2021; Zeisel et al., 2015, 2018). This technique sequences RNA 

from thousands of individual cells, allowing for cell grouping based on gene 

expression patterns and the identification of specific marker genes for each 

group. ScRNAseq has unveiled a hierarchical transcriptomic organization of brain 

cell types; neuronal from non-neuronal cells, inhibitory from excitatory neurons, 

and further down to highly homogeneous cell subtypes (Zeng, 2022). While 

theoretically possible to classify down to individual cells, the scientific community 

must determine a practical and meaningful taxonomy, which varies with the 

research question at hand (Yuste et al., 2020). This decision often depends on the 

statistical power necessary to address the question. Recent initiatives have 
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catalogued neocortical cell types across species, including a significant study 

sequencing over 1.3 million cells from the adult mouse cortex, defining 388 cell 

types, 364 of which are neuronal (Yao, van Velthoven, et al., 2021). 

1.1.2 Neocortical inhibitory neurons 

GABAergic neurons, or inhibitory neurons, are characterized by their release of the 

neurotransmitter gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and constitute about 20% of 

all neurons in the mouse cortex. Primarily, these neurons function as interneurons, 

connecting with other neurons locally rather than forming long-range axonal 

projections. Based on their developmental origin, interneurons are broadly 

categorized into two groups: those deriving from the medial ganglionic eminence 

(MGE) and those from the caudal ganglionic eminence (CGE), the latter also 

including neurons from the nearby preoptic area (POA) (Niquille et al., 2018; Rudy 

et al., 2011). MGE-derived neurons include parvalbumin (Pvalb) and somatostatin 

(Sst) expressing neurons, which account for 40% and 25-30% of all neocortical 

interneurons, respectively (Rudy et al., 2011). From the CGE, neurons expressing 

the ionotropic serotonin 5HT3a-receptor emerge, constituting 30-35% of all 

neocortical interneurons. These are further subdivided into three categories 

based on their marker genes: Lamp5, Sncg, and Vip (Rudy et al., 2011; Tasic et al., 

2018; Yao, van Velthoven, et al., 2021). These five interneuron classes (Pvalb, Sst, 

Lamp5, Sncg, Vip) have different roles in the local cortical circuit (Figure 1), and 

each class still harbors significant diversity in morphology, connectivity patterns, 

anatomical locations, firing properties, and gene expression. 

Figure 1. Canonical cortical 
microcircuit. Illustration showing a 
cortical column with a simplified view 
of the inhibitory targets of the five 
different interneuron classes. Lamp5 
neurogliaform cells with volume 
transmission of GABA. Sst interneurons 
inhibit the distal apical dendrites of 
pyramidal neurons (Pyr). Vip 
interneurons inhibit Sst and Pvalb 
interneurons in result disinhibiting the 
pyramidal neurons. Sncg and the Pvalb 
fast-spiking interneurons with peri-
somatic inhibition of the pyramidal 
neurons. The Roman numerals indicate 
the cortical layers.  



1.2 Sst interneurons 

Sst interneurons represent the most diverse class of neocortical inhibitory 

neurons in terms of gene expression patterns. The largest mouse cortex scRNA-

seq study to date identified ten Sst supertypes (compared to three Pvalb 

supertypes), which were further subdivided into 37 distinct Sst subtypes (Yao, van 

Velthoven, et al., 2021). Notably, the distribution of these Sst subtypes remains 

consistent across different neocortical regions, a trend observed across all 

interneuron classes. While supertype classifications align well with findings from 

other smaller mouse cortex scRNA-seq studies (Tasic et al., 2018; Yao, Liu, et al., 

2021), correlations become less straightforward at the more granular subtype 

level, potentially due to the influence of activity-dependent gene expression on 

subtype delineation, reflecting the neuronal and behavioral state of the animal at 

the time of cell collection. 

Morphologically, Sst interneurons are categorized into Martinotti and non-

Martinotti groups. Named after it’s discoverer Carlo Martinotti (Golgi’s student), 

Martinotti cells feature dominant axonal arborization in cortical layer one, targeting 

the apical dendrites of pyramidal neurons, and can be further divided into the 

fanning-out (major axonal branching before reaching layer one) and the T-shape 

(axonal branching mainly in layer one) (Urban-Ciecko & Barth, 2016). The non-

Martinotti group includes the long-range projecting Sst-Chodl-Nos1 expressing 

neurons (a rare feature for cortical inhibitory neurons), and those with their major 

axonal arborization near their soma. 

Recent efforts, using Patch-seq technology, have aimed to correlate 

transcriptomic subtypes with morphological and electrophysiological traits 

(Cadwell et al., 2016; Fuzik et al., 2016; Gouwens et al., 2020; Scala et al., 2021). 

Gouwens et al. combined firing properties and transcriptomic data for over 4200 

cortical interneurons, and morphological reconstructions for more than 500 of 

these to identify 12-13 morpho-electro-transcriptomic (MET) Sst subtypes. These 

subtypes show considerable alignment with the ten Sst supertypes previously 

described. 

1.2.1 Nkx2.1 and Lhx6 on Sst interneurons 

Sst- and Pvalb-expressing neurons, key components of the brain's inhibitory 

circuitry, are born (undergo their final cell division) in the MGE during the 

embryonic day 11.5 to day 15.5 (E11.5-E15.5), following which they migrate 

tangentially to the cortex before switching to radial migration to reach their final 
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location within the cortical layers (Figure 2; Lim, Mi, et al., 2018; Marín & Rubenstein, 

2003). Fate mapping experiments (see Box 1 for more details) have demonstrated 

that the birthplace of these interneurons—whether in the MGE, CGE, or POA — 

plays a significant role in determining their cell type identity in adulthood (Lim, Mi, 

et al., 2018). With this spatial information follows molecular events that control this 

cell type specifications. 

The transcription factor Nkx2.1, expressed in all interneurons originating from the 

MGE, is instrumental in guiding these neurons towards an Sst or Pvalb identity 

(Wonders & Anderson, 2006). Remarkably, mice lacking Nkx2.1 fail to develop an 

MGE altogether (Sussel et al., 1999), highlighting its critical role in interneuron 

development. As these MGE-derived interneurons migrate towards the cortex, 

Nkx2.1 expression decreases, and those retaining Nkx2.1 expression are destined 

for the striatum rather than the cortex (Marı́n et al., 2000). Experimental 

manipulation to conditionally remove Nkx2.1 from MGE-derived interneurons 

results in a cell type switch, with neurons adopting identities more typical of CGE 

or lateral ganglionic eminence (LGE) derived neurons (Butt et al., 2008). This 

switch is also observed when Sonic hedgehog signaling, which is upstream of 

Nkx2.1, is removed in MGE progenitors (Xu et al., 2010). 

Another crucial molecule in this developmental pathway is Lhx6, a LIM-homeobox 

transcription factor activated by Nkx2.1 in MGE-derived interneurons (Du et al., 

2008). Mice lacking Lhx6 produce a normal number of cortical GABAergic 

neurons, but these neurons show altered cortical layer distribution and a dramatic 

reduction in the numbers of Sst and Pvalb interneurons (Liodis et al., 2007). This 

evidence underscores the importance of Nkx2.1 and Lhx6 not just for the migration 

of MGE-derived interneurons, but also for their proper specification into the 

inhibitory neuron types that play essential roles in cortical function. 

1.2.2 Sox6 on Sst interneurons 

One downstream effector of Lhx6, crucial in the development of Sst and Pvalb 

interneurons, is the SRY (Sex Determining Region Y)-Box transcription factor 6 

(Sox6; see Box 2 for more details) (Batista-Brito et al., 2009). Sox6 begins to be 

expressed by Sst and Pvalb interneurons as they exit the cell cycle in the MGE and 

persists into adulthood (Figure 2). Similar to the effects observed with Lhx6 

deficiency, constitutive knockout of Sox6 results in interneurons maintaining 

normal overall numbers but exhibiting disrupted laminar positions within the 

cortex and a substantial reduction (approximately 90%) in the populations of Sst 



Box 1. Genetic knockout models and fate mapping  

 

In genetics research, creating mouse 

models to study gene function involves 

various techniques, including full genetic 

knockouts and conditional knockouts. A 

full genetic knockout entails the complete 

removal of a specific gene from all cells in 

an animal from the moment of conception, 

sometimes referred to as constitutive 

knockout. This process can involve 

deleting the entire gene or just parts of it, 

leading to the production of non-

functional transcripts or peptides. 

Conditional knockout mouse models offer 

more precision, allowing for the deletion of 

a gene under certain conditions. The Cre-

loxp system is a common tool in mouse 

genetics for achieving this, where a gene is 

deleted specifically in cells that express 

the Cre recombinase enzyme (Kim et al., 

2018). The presence of Cre in the nucleus 

triggers the excision of genetic material 

flanked by loxp sites. This selective 

deletion is typically accomplished by 

breeding a mouse line that expresses Cre 

under a specific promoter (e.g., Sst-Cre, 

where Cre replaces the Sst gene's stop 

codon) with a mouse line carrying loxp 

sites flanking a target gene segment (e.g., 

coding exon two of Sox6). Offspring with 

both Sst-Cre and Sox6-flox alleles will 

have no functional expression of Sox6 in 

all Sst-expressing interneurons (Dumitriu 

et al., 2006; Taniguchi et al., 2011). 

Conditional knockouts also allow for 

temporal control over gene deletion, 

occurring only when the Cre gene's 

promoter is active. This leads to gene 

deletion at a later stage than in 

constitutive knockouts. Temporal control 

can be further refined using viral delivery 

of Cre or by employing a Cre-ER(T2) 

system, where Cre is fused to a modified 

estrogen receptor that activates in the 

presence of the drug Tamoxifen, allowing 

precise timing of gene deletion. Both full 

and conditional knockout models can 

target one or both alleles of a gene, 

facilitating studies on the effects of gene 

dosage. 

Genetic fate mapping is another powerful 

technique that uses systems like Cre-loxp 

and Flp-FRT to permanently mark cells 

when specific conditions are met. This is 

often done with fluorescent reporter mice, 

which express a fluorescent protein 

throughout their lifetime once Cre 

removes a stop signal placed before the 

fluorescent gene in a ubiquitously open 

locus (e.g., Rosa26). This technique 

enables researchers to track the fate and 

function of cells long after the initial 

recombination event. Cre expression for 

fate mapping can be achieved through 

various means, including genetically 

engineered mouse lines, viral delivery, or in 

utero electroporation, depending on the 

desired level of spatial and temporal 

control.
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and Pvalb interneurons (Azim et al., 2009). Targeted deletion of Sox6 in MGE-

derived interneurons, achieved by Cre-dependent Sox6 removal in mice 

expressing Lhx6-Cre, led to a 30% reduction in Sst interneurons and disrupted 

cortical layer distribution. This targeted deletion also resulted in a large reduction 

(around 90%) in Pvalb-expressing interneurons (Batista-Brito et al., 2009). 

Interestingly, in the context of the conditional Sox6 knockout (via Lhx6-Cre mice), 

many Lhx6-Cre::EGFP positive cells displayed both the electrophysiological and 

morphological characteristics typical of Pvalb interneurons, such as fast-spiking 

activity and basket-like axonal arborization, although they appeared to be 

electrophysiologically immature (Batista-Brito et al., 2009). This observation 

suggests that Sox6 is not only essential for the proper development and 

specification of Sst and Pvalb interneurons but also plays a role in the maturation 

of these cells' electrophysiological properties. 

1.2.3 Sst interneuron subtype generation 

When evaluating broad indicators such as the total number of interneurons or the 

proportion of specific interneuron classes like Pvalb and Sst, the molecular 

cascade from Sonic hedgehog  to Nkx2.1, Lhx6, and then Sox6 seems to offer some 

redundancy. However, the precise roles these factors play in influencing more 

nuanced outcomes, such as functional maturity and the distribution among finer 

subtypes of interneurons, remain less clear. The complexity in generating the wide 

 
Figure 2. Migration of the Sst 
interneurons. Illustration showing 
parts of an embryonic mouse 
brain. Sst interneurons are born in 
the MGE where they express Nkx2.1 
followed by Lhx6 and Sox6. After 
the Sst interneurons leave the 
MGE, they migrate tangentially to 
the cortical plate. They either 
migrate by the mantle zone or the 
subventricular zone (SVZ), as 
depicted by the green arrows. 
When they have reached their 
cortical area they start migrating 
radially to their laminar localization 
in the cortex (not shown in figure). 
VZ = ventricular zone. Adapted 
from (Munguba et al., 2023).    
 
 



Box 2. Transcription factor Sox6 

 
Sox6 is part of a large family of SOX 

transcription factors, short for sex-

determining region Y (SRY) type high-

mobility group (HMG) box. Vertebrate 

SOX factors are categorized into eight 

groups, A through H, based on the 

sequence similarity of their HMG box. 

Within this classification, Sox6, along with 

Sox5 and Sox13, constitutes the SOXD 

subgroup (Schepers et al., 2002). The 

defining feature of HMG box-containing 

transcription factors is their ability to bind 

to the minor groove of DNA, inducing a 

bend in the DNA helix, which can have a 

role in transcriptional regulation (Connor 

et al., 1994). The SOXD transcription 

factors, interestingly, do not possess any 

clearly defined activation or repression 

domains, suggesting that they exert their 

regulatory effects through interactions 

with other protein partners, potentially 

leading to varied roles in different cell 

types and developmental stages 

(Hagiwara, 2011; Kamachi et al., 2000; K. E. 

Lee et al., 2014). 

In the context of the mammalian central 

nervous system, Sox6 has been 

demonstrated to play significant roles. It is 

essential for the development and 

maturation of interneurons originating 

from the MGE (Batista-Brito et al., 2009), 

as well as for the specification of 

dopaminergic neurons in the substantia 

nigra (Panman et al., 2014). Mice with a 

global, constitutive knockout of Sox6 

exhibit severe viability issues, with most 

not surviving past birth and the few that 

do rarely live beyond a few weeks 

postnatally (Azim et al., 2009). However, 

when Sox6 is specifically deleted in MGE-

derived interneurons using the Lhx6-Cre 

driver, the affected mice typically develop 

normally until around P15, after which they 

begin to develop severe seizures and 

typically die between P17 and P19 (Batista-

Brito et al., 2009). In contrast, similar to 

what we see with Sox6 knocked out only 

in Sst interneurons, mice with Sox6 

knocked out only in Pvalb interneurons 

survive to adulthood, enabling the study of 

Sox6’ postnatal function in synaptic 

maturation and maintenance (Munguba et 

al., 2021)

 

variety of cortical interneuron subtypes, which includes over 30 distinct Sst 

subtypes (Yao, van Velthoven, et al., 2021), is not well understood.  

Inferring adult interneuron subtype identity to embryonic populations poses 

significant challenges and depends largely on the criteria selected for subtyping. 

At the transcriptional level, early signs of subtype diversification (identifying two-

three Sst subtypes) have been observed as early as E12-14, by applying machine 

learning algorithms to predict the adult transcriptomic identities of newly 
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generated interneurons (Mi et al., 2018). However, more rigorous analyses 

conducted on E13.5 have not been able to differentiate beyond the primary 

classifications of Pvalb versus Sst interneurons (Mayer et al., 2018). Nevertheless, 

they could see a segregation of three Sst subtypes prior to their integration in the 

local circuitry at E18.5 (Mayer et al., 2018). Transplantation studies, on the other 

hand, have revealed that the subtype identities of Sst interneurons (distinguishing 

Martinotti from non-Martinotti cells) are determined no later than when these 

cells decide their route of tangential migration to the cortex—either via the 

marginal zone or the subventricular zone (Figure 2; Lim, Pakan, et al., 2018). This 

suggests that the migratory routes these interneurons take during early 

development may play a crucial role in their subtype specification. 

1.2.4 Sst  interneuron subtype maintenance  

Migrating interneurons allocate a significant portion of their biological machinery 

to the migration process to ensure they reach their final destinations. Once 

settled, they can then shift focus to performing their specific neuronal functions 

(Cobos et al., 2007; Peyre et al., 2015; Silva et al., 2019). A critical question is how 

these cells maintain their identity throughout the migration and subsequent 

network integration. This maintenance of identity could be governed by 

epigenetic mechanisms or the action of transcription factors. A recent study 

utilizing single-cell Assay of Transposase-Accessible Chromatin sequencing 

(scATAC-seq) to examine the accessible chromatin of MGE-derived interneurons 

revealed that significant differences in chromatin accessibility between Sst and 

Pvalb interneurons become apparent at postnatal day 2 (P2), suggesting that the 

cells’ memory of their subtype identity during migration is not maintained through 

chromatin accessibility. Specifically, the motif accessible for Sox6 was found to 

be enriched in Sst interneurons at E14 and E18 compared to Pvalb interneurons, 

but not at later stages such as P2, P10, or P28 (Allaway et al., 2021). This indicates 

that while Sox6 may influence Sst interneurons during their migration, its effect 

does not persist after they have reached their destination within the cortex. 

1.3 Neurogliaform cells 

The Lamp5-expressing interneuron class is primarily composed of neurogliaform 

cells (NGFCs), which were first described by Ramón y Cajal. He noted their small 

round cell soma surrounded by dense axonal arborization, resembling astrocytes 

under a microscope, and referred to them using various terms including dwarf, 

spiderweb, or arachniform cells (Overstreet-Wadiche & McBain, 2015). NGFCs 



constitute approximately 15-20% of all inhibitory neurons in the mouse neocortex 

(Zhang et al., 2021). While they are present in all neocortical layers, they are 

predominantly found in the superficial layers I-III. Notably, NGFCs account for 30% 

of all neurons in cortical layer one, differing from those in other layers by their 

laterally spread axonal arborization, mainly confined to layer one, as opposed to a 

spherical spread. This specific subtype within layer one is referred to as elongated 

NGFCs (Jiang et al., 2013; A. J. Lee et al., 2015; Schuman et al., 2019). Layer I NGFCs 

are recipients of both thalamocortical and corticocortical inputs (Abs et al., 2018; 

Ibrahim et al., 2021; Ji et al., 2016; S. Lee et al., 2010), making them ideally positioned 

for the integration of bottom-up and top-down signaling pathways during sensory 

processing. 

In addition to their distinct morphology, NGFCs exhibit two key characteristics: (i) 

a late-spiking electrophysiological phenotype characterized by a delayed action 

potential at rheobase and a slow depolarizing ramp before firing (Tremblay et al., 

2016), and (ii) the ability to massively transmit GABA into the extracellular matrix, 

known as volume transmission, with a single action potential. A single action 

potential from these cells can lead to the hyperpolarization of nearly all nearby 

neurons through the activation of both synaptic GABAA receptors and extra-

synaptic GABAA and GABAB receptors, the latter contributing to a slower form of 

inhibition due to GABAB being a metabotropic receptor, in contrast to the 

ionotropic GABAA (Figure 3). This extensive reach is attributed to NGFCs having a 

high density of release sites, large synaptic cleft distances, and the fact that the 

majority (78%) of their axonal boutons do not form classical synapses (A. J. Lee et 

al., 2015; Oláh et al., 2009; Overstreet-Wadiche & McBain, 2015; Tamás et al., 

2003). 

1.3.1 Developmental origins of NGFCs 

Neocortical NGFCs were previously reported to originate from the CGE (Miyoshi 

et al., 2010; Overstreet-Wadiche & McBain, 2015). However, a more recent lineage 

tracing study has suggested that a significant fraction of these cells actually 

derives from the POA (Gomez et al., 2023; Niquille et al., 2018). In the deeper layers 

of the hippocampus, there have been reports of MGE-derived NGFCs. This is 

corroborated by recent large-scale scRNA-seq efforts, which have identified a 

similar population in the deep layers of the neocortex. These cells express Lamp5 

and Lhx6, a transcription factor specific to the MGE (Tasic et al., 2018; Yao, van 

Velthoven, et al., 2021). Interestingly, the abundance of MGE-derived NGFCs is 

significantly higher in the human, macaque, and marmoset neocortex compared 
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Figure 3. GABAA- and GABAB-receptor postsynaptic responses elicited by a NGFC 
Voltage clamp recording from a pyramidal neuron near a Mia-NGFC. The Mia-NGFC was 
genetically engineered to express channelrhodopsin, a light-gated cation channel, which 
upon 470 nm blue light illumination gets depolarized. These recordings show the effect of 
shining a 2 ms long blue light and recording from a postsynaptic pyramidal neuron with 
and without GABA-receptor blockers. Black trace is without any GABA-receptor blockers, 
showing a GABAA response and a slow GABAB response. The magenta trace shows the 
same cell upon adding a GABAA-receptor antagonist (20 µM bicuculline methiodide 
(BIM)) in the recording bath. The cyan trace shows the same cell with both 20 µM BIM and 
a GABAB-receptor blocker (5 µM CGP59845), showing abolishment of both the GABAA- 
and GABAB-receptor mediated inhibitory postsynaptic currents. The recording pipette 
had low chloride concentration (0.2 mM Cl-) to increase the concentration gradient and 
hence increase the influx of Cl- ions upon GABAA activation.  
 

to that in mice and ferrets, where they are considered a rare cell type (Krienen et 

al., 2020).  

Mia serves as a marker for NGFCs in the mouse striatum, exhibiting a high degree 

of transcriptomic similarity to a subtype of neocortical NGFCs (Muñoz-Manchado 

et al., 2018; Zeisel et al., 2015). As described above, MGE-derived interneurons that 

fail to downregulate Nkx2.1 during development typically end up in striatum 

instead of the cortex (Marı́n et al., 2000). This is not the case for a distinct 

population of Lamp5+Lhx6+ MGE-derived NGFCs that persistently express Nkx2.1 

into adulthood within the cortex (Tasic et al., 2018). Interestingly, Mia-expressing 

NGFCs (Mia-NGFCs) found in the cortex lack Nkx2.1 or Lhx6 expression (Tasic et 

al., 2018), suggesting they are not derived from the MGE. The precise 

developmental origins of Mia-NGFCs, as well as whether Mia-NGFCs in the 

striatum and cortex share a common developmental trajectory, remain 

unanswered questions. 



1.3.2 Targeting cortical NGFCs 

Targeting NGFCs genetically has posed a challenge, resulting in limited evidence 

regarding the in vivo function and disease relevance of these cells, unlike Pvalb, 

Sst, and Vip interneurons for which corresponding mouse Cre-lines are well 

established. Historically, markers such as Reelin and Neuropeptide Y (Npy) have 

been associated with neocortical NGFCs, but neither is specific enough (Tremblay 

et al., 2016). Consequently, most previous physiological studies on NGFCs have 

relied on the late-spiking phenotype or post-hoc morphological reconstructions 

for identification, resulting in low throughputs (Tremblay et al., 2016).  

Presently, a limited number of genetically modified mouse lines offer enrichment 

for NGFC subpopulations, notably Ndnf-Cre and Id2-CreER (Rawlins et al., 2009), 

and Lamp5-Flpo (Jax #037340). Variants of Ndnf-Cre lines target approximately 

70% of neocortical layer 1 neurons, with about 40% being NGFCs (Abs et al., 2018; 

Schuman et al., 2019; Tasic et al., 2016). These lines have been used to investigate 

the in vivo function of layer 1 NGFCs, including their role in integrating bottom-up 

and top-down information (Cohen-Kashi Malina et al., 2021; Ibrahim et al., 2021) 

and their involvement in associative memory formation (Pardi et al., 2020). 

Given the high expression of Id2 and Lamp5 in glutamatergic neurons (Tasic et al., 

2018), intersectional strategies are necessary for labeling their GABAergic 

portions. Such strategies might combine Id2-CreER or Lamp5-Flpo with other 

mouse lines or employ viral delivery systems using enhancer or promoter regions 

specific to GABAergic neurons (Dimidschstein et al., 2016; Hoshino et al., 2021; 

Mich et al., 2021). For instance, combining Id2-CreER with the pan-interneuronal 

targeting Dlx5/6-Flpe line (Miyoshi et al., 2010), enriches for NGFCs across cortical 

layers II-VI (Machold et al., 2023), and pairing Id2-CreER with Nkx2.1-Flpo (He et al., 

2016) targets MGE-derived NGFCs in the deep neocortical layers while labeling 

also other cell types in the superficial layers (Valero et al., 2021). It has been shown 

that deep-layer neocortical Id2-Nkx2.1 NGFCs are active during the down state 

non-REM sleep, a period when most other neurons are largely inactive, and that 

their activity during non-REM sleep is essential for memory consolidation (Valero 

et al., 2021).  

Efforts have also been made to develop adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) 

containing enhancer region sequences designed to target NGFCs. These AAV 

constructs have demonstrated a labeling efficiency of approximately 70% of all 

targeted cells expressing Lamp5 and Gad1 (Mich et al., 2021). Currently, there are 
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no robust ways available to specifically target only NGFCs, but efforts are 

underway, including those from our group discussed in Paper II. 

1.3.3 Lamp5 interneuron subtypes 

Recent transcriptomic analyses have significantly advanced our understanding of 

the diversity within Lamp5-expressing interneurons in the neocortex. Yao et al. 

identified three major types of Lamp5 interneurons, including a distinct MGE-

derived Lamp5+Lhx6+ population, further delineating these into a total of 14 

subtypes (Yao, van Velthoven, et al., 2021). However, when integrating multiple 

classification approaches, the apparent heterogeneity appears less pronounced 

(Gouwens et al., 2020). Gouwens et al. simplified this classification into two Lamp5 

MET-types based on electrophysiological and morphological characteristics, 

alongside gene expression patterns. MET-2 corresponds to the MGE-derived 

Lamp5+Lhx6+ cells, notable for their main presence in the deep cortical layers 

and distinct gene expression. Conversely, MET-1 encompasses a broader range of 

cells, including both elongated and spheric NGFCs across several transcriptional 

Lamp5 subtypes. Intriguingly, within this MET-type, variability largely correlated 

with Npy expression levels, influencing the timing of the first action potential and 

the morphology of axonal distributions (Gouwens et al., 2020). 

1.4 Schizophrenia 

Schizophrenia is a prevalent psychiatric condition, affecting approximately 0.5-1% 

of the global population (Werf et al., 2014). It manifests through a spectrum of 

symptoms categorized into positive symptoms such as hallucinations and 

hyperactivity, negative symptoms including emotional and social withdrawal, and 

cognitive deficits affecting working memory and executive functions 

(McCutcheon et al., 2020). The impact of schizophrenia extends beyond the 

individual, affecting their social circles and society at large, underscoring the 

urgency for enhanced understanding and treatment options (Kennedy et al., 2014). 

Schizophrenia's diverse clinical presentations and the absence of objective 

biological markers complicate research efforts (Niculescu, 2014). With heritability 

estimates around 80%, genetic predispositions play a critical role in schizophrenia 

(Owen et al., 2005). Genome-wide association studies have been instrumental in 

identifying genetic risk factors, revealing a complex genetic landscape marked by 

numerous single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) each contributing marginally 

to the risk, yet insufficient to account fully for the heritability suggested by twin 

studies (Sullivan et al., 2003). 



In a novel approach to elucidate the cellular basis of schizophrenia, Skene et al. 

leveraged scRNA-seq data to determine the cell types most implicated by 

genetic risk factors. By checking if schizophrenia-associated SNPs were enriched 

for the specific genes expressed for various cell types they identified NGFCs, a 

specific subgroup of cortical pyramidal neurons, and striatal medium spiny 

neurons as key cellular elements in the etiology of schizophrenia (Skene et al., 

2018). 

1.4.1 22q11.2 deletion syndrome 

Unlike common genetic variants that each slightly increase the risk of 

schizophrenia, rare genomic copy number variations (CNVs) significantly elevate 

the risk, with odds ratios ranging from 2 to 60, depending on the specific CNV 

(Owen et al., 2023; Singh et al., 2022). The 22q11.2 deletion syndrome (22q11.2DS), 

also known as DiGeorge syndrome, is a CNV that results from a microdeletion in 

region 11.2 (0.7-3 mega base pairs) of the long arm (q arm) in one of the two 

chromosome 22, affecting approximately 0.1% of all fetuses and 0.02-0.03% of 

live births (McDonald-McGinn et al., 2015). This syndrome is marked by a 

characteristic triad of symptoms: immunodeficiency due to thymic hypoplasia 

and deficient T-cell production, hypoparathyroidism, and congenital heart 

defects, along with a diverse range of other potential anomalies and conditions 

(McDonald-McGinn et al., 2015). Notably, about 25% of individuals with 22q11.2DS 

develop schizophrenia, and the syndrome is found in 0.5-1% of all schizophrenia 

cases, making it one of the strongest genetic predispositions to schizophrenia 

(Bassett & Chow, 1999; McDonald-McGinn et al., 2015; Owen et al., 2023) 

Mouse models replicating the 22q11.2DS chromosomal deletion have shown 

abnormalities akin to those observed in humans (Lindsay et al., 1999; Paylor & 

Lindsay, 2006). The high incidence of schizophrenia among 22q11.2DS patients has 

led researchers to use the 22q11.2DS mouse model to study schizophrenia's 

biological underpinnings (Sigurdsson, 2016). For instance, one study 

demonstrated reduced thalamocortical synaptic transmission to the auditory 

cortex in these mice, a phenotype that could be normalized with haloperidol, an 

antipsychotic medication (Chun et al., 2014), and another study demonstrated 

impaired visual-evoked potentials in the primary visual cortex in the 22q11.2DS 

mouse model, similar to those seen in schizophrenia patients (Saito et al., 2020).  
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1.4.2 Mismatch negativity 

Mismatch negativity is a neurophysiological response to a sensory stimulus that 

deviates from a series of repeated stimuli, such as a tone differing in frequency 

from a series of identical tones or a visual stimulus varying in angle from a 

sequence of identical stimuli. This response is commonly measured using 

electrodes placed over the relevant cortical area, such as the primary auditory 

cortex for auditory stimuli, employing techniques such as 

electroencephalography in human subjects or local field potentials with invasive 

electrodes in animal subjects.  

In addition to cognitive deficits frequently observed in individuals with 22q11.2DS 

(Swillen et al., 2018; Wong et al., 2014), there is evidence of impaired auditory and 

visual processing in this patient group (Biria et al., 2018; Rihs et al., 2013). Notably, 

individuals with 22q11.2DS also demonstrate deficits in sensory mismatch 

negativity, similar to those observed in individuals with schizophrenia (Umbricht & 

Krljes, 2005; Zarchi et al., 2013). The impairment in mismatch negativity could be 

due to disrupted integration of bottom-up sensory signals from the 

thalamocortical pathway and top-down prediction signals from the 

corticocortical pathway, particularly from the prefrontal cortex (Friston et al., 

2016).  

1.5 ScRNA-seq 

ScRNA-seq also known as single cell transcriptomics refers to sequencing 

thousands to millions of RNA molecules, to get a quantitative measurement of 

gene expression from single cells. This process typically involves isolating single 

cells, lysing them to release RNA molecules, synthesizing complementary DNA 

(cDNA) through reverse transcription, amplifying the cDNA via PCR, and preparing 

a library for sequencing (Kolodziejczyk et al., 2015). Since its inception (Tang et al., 

2009), scRNA-seq technology has rapidly evolved, with significant advancements 

in sensitivity and throughput (Svensson et al., 2018). 

Among the various scRNA-seq methods, the 10xGenomics droplet-based method 

has been the most popular, due to available commercial kits and for many 

purposes good balance between cell numbers (typically 500-10,000 cells per 

sample) and transcript coverage. Alternative high-throughput methods include 

split-pool barcoding strategies (Cao et al., 2017; Rosenberg et al., 2018), which have 

been commercialized by companies like Parse Biosciences. On the other hand, the 

Smart-seq3 method offers high transcript coverage with full-length transcripts, 



albeit for a smaller number of cells compared to droplet-based methods due to 

the need to separate each cell in in a well (Hagemann-Jensen et al., 2020). Smart-

seq3xpress has streamlined this procedure and reduced the reagents usage, 

leading to drastically reduced cost per cell and increased throughput, but would 

require a nanoliter dispenser (Hagemann-Jensen et al., 2022).  

10xGenomics recently introduced the fixed RNA profiling technique called Flex, 

which employs RNA probe hybridization for targeted RNA capture, differing from 

the poly(T)-oligonucleotide capture used in other methods. This approach not 

only enhances efficiency by focusing on protein coding genes but also allows the 

analysis of fixed tissues (Vallejo et al., 2022). 

For situations where fresh tissue is unavailable, single nuclei RNA sequencing 

(snRNA-seq) applies scRNA-seq protocols to isolated cell nuclei, enabling the 

analysis of frozen or post-mortem human tissues. This adaptation extends the 

utility of scRNA-seq to a broader range of samples, including those with limited 

availability. For instance, snRNA-seq has been used to study the gene expression 

profiles of millions of nuclei mapping thousands of different cell types 

encompassing the entire human adult brain (Siletti et al., 2023), as well as used to 

study the molecular differences detected in patients with different brain 

disorders such as multiple sclerosis (Jäkel et al., 2019), and Alzheimer’s (Mathys et 

al., 2023).
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2 Research aims 
 

- In Paper I, to study the role of transcription factor Sox6 in the development 

of cortical Sst interneuron subtype diversity. Our specific aims were: 

o Examine the diversity of Sst interneuron subtypes in the embryonic 

and adolescent mouse cortex.  

o Study the anatomical, molecular and electrophysiological phenotype 

of Sox6 conditional knockout in Sst interneurons, in the adolescent 

mouse cortex. 

o Study the anatomical and molecular phenotype of Sox6 conditional 

knockout in Sst interneurons, in the  embryonic mouse cortex. 

o Examine the temporal aspect of Sox6’ role in Sst interneuron 

subtype heterogeneity. 

 

- In Paper II, to study how cortical NGFCs are affected in a predisposition 

model of schizophrenia, namely the 22q11.2DS mouse model. Our specific 

aims were: 

o Create and validate the Mia-Cre mouse model for targeting cortical 

Mia-NGFCs. 

o Study the anatomical phenotype of GABAergic neurons and NGFCs 

in the 22q11.2DS mouse cortex. 

o Study the electrophysiological and molecular phenotype of Mia-

NGFCs in the 22q11.2DS mouse cortex. 

o Examine the bottom-up and top-down inputs to layer 1 Mia-NGFCs 

and pyramidal neurons in the primary visual cortex of 22q11.2DS 

mouse model. 

 

- In Paper III, to explore the expression of Bcl11b, a used marker for a 

population of cortical excitatory neurons, in cortical GABAergic 

populations. 

 

- In Paper IV, to benchmark four snRNA-seq methods on human postmortem 

brain samples, consisting mainly of GABAergic neurons.    
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3 Results and discussion 
In this thesis:   

Paper I) We used genetic mouse models, scRNA-seq, patch clamp 

electrophysiology and various tissue staining protocols to study the role of Sox6 

in the development, maturation, and maintenance of Sst interneuron subtype 

identities. 

Paper II) We created a mouse model and a viral transgene delivery strategy 

targeting cortical Mia-NGFCs, validated by electrophysiological, morphological 

and histological analysis. We performed optogenetic experiments and scRNA-seq 

to study the role of Mia-NGFCs in bottom-up and top-down signal integration in 

the 22q11.2DS mouse model. 

Paper III) We performed immunohistochemistry and analyzed a published scRNA-

seq dataset to study the expression of Bcl11b protein and mRNA in neocortical 

GABAergic neurons. 

Paper IV) We performed nuclei isolation from three human postmortem brain 

samples and performed snRNA-seq experiments and data pre-processing 

according to the manufacturers’ instructions of the four technologies. Their 

performances were assessed based on a set of quality metrics with the same 

conditions.     

3.1 Paper I – Transcriptional maintenance of cortical somatostatin 
neurons during migration 

In this study, we explored the specific role of Sox6 in Sst interneurons by 

employing a conditional knockout approach using the Sst-Cre mice (Taniguchi et 

al., 2011) together with Sox6 floxed mice (Dumitriu et al., 2006). Our findings 

revealed that Sox6 downregulation occurs as Sst interneurons migrate from the 

MGE to the cortex, with a near-complete elimination of Sox6 expression by birth. 

Intriguingly, this genetic manipulation did not alter the migration patterns, layer 

distribution, or overall number of cortical Sst interneurons, nor did it affect their 

membrane properties, indicating that their early development and  maturation 

processes remained intact. This outcome is in contrast with previous observations 

following earlier Sox6 downregulation via the Lhx6-Cre driver line, which led to a 

significant decrease in Sst interneurons and disrupted their cortical layer 

allocation (Batista-Brito et al., 2009).  



Further analysis showed that, despite Sox6 downregulation, Sst interneurons 

exhibited normal spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic potential frequencies and 

amplitudes, suggesting their successful integration into local cortical circuits.  

However, we observed a notable reduction in the heterogeneity of cortical Sst 

interneuron subtypes within the P21-28 Sox6 conditional knockout (Sox6-cKO) 

cortex, both at the molecular (as shown in Figure 4) and the electrophysiological 

level. Interestingly, we showed that Sst interneurons had already established their 

adult subtype identities by E18.5, prior to network integration, in both the control 

and Sox6-cKO cortices. This indicates that after the Sst interneurons have left the 

MGE, Sox6 is not necessary for their subtype specification and the loss of subtype 

diversity upon Sox6 removal is a protracted process. These findings points to a 

previously unidentified role of Sox6 in maintaining subtype identity, a function that 

appears to be intrinsic to the neurons, as evidenced by the unaltered expression 

of cell surface protein genes at E18.5.  

By P7, the impact of Sox6 knockout on subtype identity was no longer evident, 

highlighting the temporal dynamics of Sox6 function. After network integration, 

the maintenance of subtype identity seems to transition to a different regulatory 

mechanism, possibly involving changes in chromatin accessibility (Allaway et al., 

2021). This shift reflects a broader biological principle observed across species: 

 

 
Figure 4. Sox6 removal in Sst interneurons reduces subtype heterogeneity  
A. Heatmap colored by the expression levels of highly variable genes based on scRNA-
seq. Each row represents a gene, and each column represents a cell. Lower panel is 
colored by the mutation status of each cell. The upper panel represents each Sst subtype 
cluster. The hybrid cluster included only mutant Sst neurons. B. Pie charts showing the 
distribution of Sst subtype identities in Sox6 control and Sox6 conditional knockout  
(Sox6-cKO) mice cortices. Adapted from (Munguba et al., 2023).  
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while shorter-lived organisms like C. elegans rely on transcription factors for cell 

type maintenance throughout their lifespan (Hobert, 2008) more complex and 

longer-lived organisms may employ more stable, enduring mechanisms for 

maintaining cell identity. 

Our findings regarding the establishment of Sst interneuron subtypes already 

prior to network integration is in line with previous publications (Mayer et al., 2018; 

Mi et al., 2018), although we could show that it was true at a higher resolution. This 

could in fact be due to our E18.5 data being deeply sequenced Smart-seq2 

libraries (Picelli et al., 2014) and being produced by the same technology as the 

high quality  reference dataset used to infer adult subtype identity (Tasic et al., 

2018). These findings has now also been replicated, a similar Sst interneuron 

subtype resolution level  is shown to be established already at E16.5 (Fisher et al., 

2024). 

Sox6 emerges from our study as a highly versatile transcription factor whose 

functions evolve over the developmental timeline of Sst interneurons. Initially 

critical for cell specification and migration, our findings now extend its functional 

repertoire to include the maintenance of subtype identity during a discrete time 

window from specification to network integration. Moreover, recent research has 

illuminated its involvement in the synaptic function of adult Pvalb interneurons 

(Munguba et al., 2021), further underscoring the multifaceted roles of Sox6 across 

different stages of neuronal development and function. 

3.2 Paper II – Postsynaptic dysregulation in a neurogliaform subtype 
contributes to disrupted sensory integration in the 22q11.2 
deletion mouse cortex 

We explored the involvement of cortical NGFCs within the context of the 

22q11.2DS mouse model. Leveraging insights from scRNA-seq, we engineered the 

Mia-Cre mouse line to specifically target cortical Mia-NGFCs (Figure 5A). 

Combining Mia-Cre with a reporter mouse (i.e. Cre-dependent expression of 

tdTomato) resulted in efficient targeting in layer I. However, with Cre-dependent 

AAV under the control of a Lamp5 interneuron enriching enhancer (Mich et al., 

2021), showed efficient targeting across all cortical layers.  

We observed no discernible differences in the distribution of GABAergic neurons, 

Lamp5 interneurons, or Mia-NGFCs in 22q11.2DS mice. This finding suggests that 

the specification and migration of these cell populations remain unaffected in the 



  
 

Figure 5. Reduced bottom-up and top-down inputs to layer I Mia-NGFCs in the 
22q11.2DS mouse model. 
A. Patch clamp recording of a cortical Mia-Cre cell showing the typical late-spiking NGFC 
phenotype.  
B. Experimental setup for measuring excitatory thalamic input in L1 Mia-NGFCs and 
pyramidal neurons in primary visual cortex (V1). Injections of an AAV expressing the 
optogenetic tool ChRmine in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) of the thalamus.  
C. Representative voltage clamp traces showing excitatory postsynaptic currents in a 
layer I Mia-NGFC upon ChRmine activation by 565 nm green light. 
D. Mean normalized peak amplitude of light evoked currents from dLGN to layer 1 Mia-
NGFCs by light evoked currents in a pyramidal neuron in same cortical column in 
22q11.2DS control and 22q11.2DS mutant mouse V1.  Each dot represents one cell and error 
bars represent standard error of the mean.  
E. Same as in D, but with inputs from the anterior cingulate cortex.  
* p-value < 0.05, unpaired t-test. Adapted from Paper II. 
 

model. Additionally, our analysis of membrane properties and spontaneous 

excitatory postsynaptic currents in Mia-NGFCs revealed no abnormalities, 

indicating that these cells mature and integrate into local circuits as expected. 

Given that layer I cortical NGFCs are positioned ideally to integrate signals from 

both the thalamus and various cortical regions (Abs et al., 2018; Ibrahim et al., 2021; 

Ji et al., 2016; S. Lee et al., 2010), they could potentially play a crucial role in 
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balancing bottom-up (thalamocortical) and top-down (corticocortical) inputs. 

This is particularly relevant in the context of schizophrenia and 22q11.2DS, where 

patients exhibit diminished mismatch negativity (Umbricht & Krljes, 2005; Zarchi 

et al., 2013), pointing to a potential disruption in this balance (Friston et al., 2016). 

To investigate this further, we employed optogenetic techniques and discovered 

reduced inputs to layer I Mia-NGFCs in the primary visual cortex from both the 

dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus and the anterior cingulate cortex 

(Figure 5B-E). This reduction was clear when normalizing the input onto layer one 

Mia-NGFCs to nearby pyramidal neurons, correcting for differences in virus 

transduction rates. Furthermore, paired-pulse ratio analysis and differential gene 

expression analysis suggested this is due to excitatory postsynaptic disruption in 

the Mia-NGFCs.  

Previous studies in the 22q11.2DS mouse model identified reduced thalamic inputs 

to pyramidal neurons within the primary auditory cortex. However, aligned with 

our findings, they did not report changed inputs to pyramidal neurons in the 

primary visual cortex (Chun et al., 2014). One intriguing question is whether the 

same layer I Mia-NGFCs receives both bottom-up and top-down input. Our initial 

plan was to use dual optogenetic tools and stimulate both sources with different 

wavelengths, however we detected cross-activation due to overlap in wavelength 

sensitivity. Future experiments with different stimulation protocols could perhaps 

answer this question (Shelton et al., 2022).  

A limitation of this study is that the scRNA-seq data were derived from Mia-

NGFCs (defined as Mia-expressing Lamp5 interneurons) across all layers of the 

prefrontal cortex. While interneuron populations exhibit fewer variations across 

cortical areas compared to pyramidal neurons (Yao, van Velthoven, et al., 2021), 

and despite Mia-NGFCs constituting a molecularly distinct group, it remains 

conceivable that the 22q11.2DS model may exert differential regional effects. An 

approach involving fluorescence-activated cell sorting followed by scRNA-seq of 

layer I Mia-NGFCs in the 22q11.2DS mouse visual cortex could yield more accurate 

data regarding our target cell population. Nevertheless, our hypothesis regarding 

a postsynaptic mechanism, as proposed based on our scRNA-seq findings, 

received further support from our optogenetic experiments assessing paired-

pulse ratios.  

Altogether, our observations warrant further in vivo investigations to determine if 

the reduced inputs to layer I Mia-NGFCs could account for the decreased 



mismatch negativity observed in patients. Such studies could provide deeper 

insights into sensory processing abnormalities in individuals with 22q11.2DS. 

3.3 Paper III –  BCL11B/CTIP2 is highly expressed in GABAergic 
interneurons of the mouse somatosensory cortex 

Bcl11b, also known as Ctip2, plays an important role in the development of  

subcortical projection neurons in deep layer neocortex and striatal medium spiny 

neurons, and has been used as a key marker for identifying these neuronal 

populations. Our exploration of marker genes for NGFCs within a published 

scRNA-seq dataset revealed a notable expression of Bcl11b in cells identified as 

potential NGFCs, characterized by Htr3a expression but no Vip (Zeisel et al., 2015). 

Intriguingly, Bcl11b expression was observed to be higher in interneurons than in 

deep layer pyramidal neurons. 

Further investigation at the protein level using fluorescent immunohistochemistry 

confirmed the widespread expression of Bcl11b across various GABAergic 

interneuron classes. Remarkably, nearly all Bcl11b-expressing cells in superficial 

cortical layers I-IV were identified as GABAergic neurons. Even more surprising 

was the discovery that about 40% of Bcl11b-positive cells in layer V—where Bcl11b 

has predominantly been recognized as a marker for corticospinal projection 

neurons—also expressed GABAergic interneuron markers. Since our publication, 

the expression of Bcl11b in neocortical GABAergic neurons have been replicated 

by multiple studies (Tasic et al., 2018; Yao, van Velthoven, et al., 2021), highlighting 

the pitfalls of relying on a single marker for cell population identification. 

Specifically, our findings suggest that Bcl11b may not serve as a reliable marker for 

subcortical projection neurons, at least not within layers I-V. 

This discovery was facilitated by a meticulous staining protocol where Bcl11b 

expression in superficial layers could otherwise be easily missed. Nonetheless, this 

study underscores one of the advantages of scRNA-seq studies: the ability to 

identify marker genes for specific cell populations and to reevaluate the efficacy 

of previously established markers. The discrepancy observed between protein 

levels in tissue and mRNA levels in isolated single cells also emphasizes the 

importance of employing diverse experimental approaches to test hypotheses 

effectively. 

The deletion of Bcl11b results in corticospinal neurons' inability to extend their 

axons to the spinal cord (Arlotta et al., 2005). However, the role of Bcl11b in 

inhibitory interneurons remains unclear. Morphological analysis of GABAergic 
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neurons in Bcl11b knockout mice could provide insights into its impact on axonal 

arborization within these neurons. NGFCs, known for their distinctive dense axonal 

arborization, are of particular interest in this context. 

3.4 Paper IV – Benchmarking of single nuclei RNA-seq methods on 
human postmortem brain tissue 

In recent years, advancements in snRNA-seq methods have provided researchers 

with powerful tools to explore complex tissues at a granular level. To assist both 

our group and the broader research community in selecting the most suitable 

method, we embarked on a comparative analysis of three recently developed 

snRNA-seq techniques—10x Genomics Flex, Parse Evercode v2, and Smart-

seq3express—alongside the widely used 10x Genomics v3.1 protocol. Our 

comparison focused on human brain samples, mainly the forebrain’s caudate 

region, rich in GABAergic neurons, to test these methods with a complex and 

relevant tissue. 

We applied each method to nuclei isolated from the same human brain samples, 

sequencing at depths significantly beyond the recommended levels to evaluate 

saturation points. The sequencing reads were processed using the respective 

algorithms designed for each method: Cell Ranger count for 10x Genomics v3.1, 

Cell Ranger multi for 10x Genomics Flex, Split-pipe for Parse, and zUMIs for Smart-

seq3express (Figure 6). This approach, while potentially limiting a fully equitable 

comparison due to differences in algorithm transparency and optimization, was 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Experimental setup for Paper IV 
Nuclei isolation and sorting was performed on postmortem brain tissue from three 
human samples. Followed by the snRNA-seq and data preprocessing pipelines 
according to each method’s instructions. For 10x Genomics Flex and Parse v2, the nuclei 
were fixed and frozen -80 ºC prior to the snRNA-seq protocols. Adapted from Paper IV. 



chosen to reflect real-world experimental conditions, incorporating each 

method’s complete computational workflow. 

For downstream analysis, we corrected for differences in sequencing depths and 

utilized the same software across all methods to ensure consistency. Despite 

varied performances across different metrics, all four methods demonstrated 

broadly comparable results, with Smart-seq3express having an edge over the 

others in most metrics. An interesting finding was that 10x Genomics Flex 

exhibited better sequencing saturation profile than 10x Genomics v3.1 and Parse 

in a lower quality sample, suggesting its probe-based capture technique might be 

less affected by RNA degradation. 

A limitation of our study was its reliance on only three samples, which may not 

provide sufficient power to draw definitive conclusions, especially given the 

inherent variability in human brain tissue. However, as a descriptive study of novel 

methods for which there are limited existing data evaluated on brain tissue it 

offers valuable insights. 

Given the overall similar performances of the four methods, we recommend that 

the choice among them should consider practical factors such as hardware 

availability, tissue quantity and quality, logistical considerations like sample 

shipping, the need for sample multiplexing, and specific data requirements (e.g., 

preference for full-length transcript vs. 3’ end coverage, or focus on protein-

coding vs. non-coding RNA). Additionally, it is important to note that while many 

analytical tools are currently optimized for the droplet-based 10x Genomics v3.1 

method, the research community's evolving needs and the adaptability of these 

tools may influence the selection of snRNA-seq methods.
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4 Conclusions and perspectives 
The work of this thesis has covered various aspects of development and function 

of GABAergic neurons as well as provided insights into methodological 

considerations.  

The advancements in scRNA-seq technology have been instrumental in the 

discoveries presented in this thesis. In Paper I, scRNA-seq was used for the key 

findings involving the molecular phenotype of Sst interneurons in Sox6-cKO 

adolescent and embryonic cortex . Paper II used scRNA-seq data, both from our 

group and publicly available datasets, enabling the identification of Mia as a 

marker gene, which led to the development of the Mia-Cre mouse line targeting a 

specific neurogliaform subgroup. ScRNA-seq also elucidated the molecular 

differences in Mia-NGFCs between 22q11.2DS model and control mice. Paper III 

used existing scRNA-seq datasets to investigate Bcl11b mRNA expression across 

various cortical cell types. Meanwhile, Paper IV concentrated on comparing 

different snRNA-seq methodologies. The technological evolution throughout this 

thesis has been remarkable, evident by the vast improvement in number of 

methodological choices, throughput, sensitivity, and cost reduction from Paper I 

to Paper IV. ScRNA-seq has gone from a niche to a standard technique within 

biological research labs. 

In Paper I, our focus on Sst interneurons extends beyond our mere interest in this 

fascinating neuronal population. In this paper they serve also as a model system 

to study subtype generation and maintenance by a transcription factor. Sst 

interneurons present an ideal system for such studies due to their many subtypes 

and the timing of Sst expression, allowing for early genetic interventions. The 

potential applicability of our findings from Paper I to other GABAergic interneuron 

classes remains an intriguing prospect. Given the identification of two-three 

subtypes within these classes prior to network integration (Mayer et al., 2018; Mi 

et al., 2018), this could indicate a similar reliance on active transcriptional programs 

for subtype maintenance during migration. 

One important aspect which we did not test, is how the reduced Sst subtype 

heterogeneity in the Sox6 conditional knockout influences the in vivo cortical 

network and the behavior of the mice.  Rare cases of  intellectual disabilities or 

neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism and attention deficit hyperactivity 

disorder have been linked to de novo Sox6 mutations (Ebrahimi-Fakhari et al., 

2015; Schneider et al., 2022; Tolchin et al., 2020). Although these mutations were 



not restricted to Sst interneurons, they warrant further investigation to 

understand the in vivo significance of Sst interneuron subtype diversity. Of course, 

the eventual detected in vivo phenotypes could also be due to altered function 

of existing subtypes. For example, we observed a higher number of Sst 

interneurons expressing corticotropin-releasing hormone (Crh) in the Sox6-cKO. 

Both long-range and local production of Crh in the prefrontal cortex has been 

shown to have behavior implications such as inducing anxiety-like behaviors and 

affecting novelty explorations (Li et al., 2016; Riad et al., 2022). Investigating the 

specific role of the increased Crh-expressing Sst interneurons in the Sox6-cKO 

could have interesting implications. 

Although we did not detect any migration deficits nor major downregulation of cell 

surface protein genes, we cannot confidently dissect if the Sst subtype diversity 

loss we see is completely due to cell intrinsic effects of Sox6 or due to altered 

processes during migration. One elegant way to tackle this would be by 

transplantation experiments in Sox6-cKO, bypassing the whole migration route.  

In Paper II, we introduced a novel mouse model designed to target a specific 

subset of cortical NGFCs. This model facilitated the identification of these cells 

using fluorescent proteins. Moreover, it offers a unique opportunity to investigate 

their functionality in vivo. By incorporating optogenetic and chemogenetic tools, 

enables the manipulation of their activity, while calcium indicators enable the 

visualization of their dynamics in awake mice. Enhancing our understanding of 

cortical neurogliaform cell function is crucial for understanding cortical 

processing. Despite their small numbers, these cells have the potential to exert 

significant influence on cortical circuits due to their ability to inhibit a large number 

of nearby cells or dendrites for a long time period (Jiang et al., 2015; Tamás et al., 

2003). Building on our findings, future studies could record and manipulate Mia-

NGFCs in awake mice engaged in relevant tasks to elucidate their in vivo function 

in sensory processing and assess how their activity is altered in disease models. 

Notably, subgroups of cortical NGFCs are one of few cell types in the cortex which 

express dopamine D2-receptors (Tasic et al., 2018), the primary target of many 

antipsychotic drugs, making it intriguing to test whether their therapeutic effect 

could be at least partially mediated via cortical NGFCs. 

There is an urgent need for improved treatment options and diagnostic tools for 

psychiatric disorders, as significant advancements in these areas have been 

lacking in recent decades. This can be attributed to our limited understanding of 
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the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying these disorders. The inherent 

cellular complexity of the brain and the significant genetic diversity across 

populations present challenges in studying brain diseases and normal functions 

(Poulin et al., 2016). Large scale molecular-level investigations of brain disease 

could offer promising avenues for understanding pathophysiology and identifying 

potential therapeutic targets. One major obstacle lies in modeling psychiatric 

disorders in animal models to test mechanistic hypotheses. However, it is feasible 

to replicate perturbations observed in patients within animal models, as 

demonstrated in our utilization of the 22q11.2DS mouse model. Nonetheless, such 

approaches rely on assumptions regarding the comparability of mouse and 

human biology. Although clear clinical differences between schizophrenia in 

22q11.2DS patients and those with common genetic variants are not evident 

(Bassett et al., 2003), it is essential to recognize that 22q11.2DS involves the 

deletion of several neighboring genes, resulting in a spectrum of symptoms and 

abnormalities. Multiple pathways may contribute to similar schizophrenic 

symptoms, suggesting that our focus is more accurately on studying the biology 

of 22q11.2DS rather than general schizophrenia using this mouse model. However, 

due to the scarcity of mechanistic models of schizophrenia pathophysiology, 

every insight could be valuable. Alternatively, research groups utilize induced 

pluripotent stem cells derived from patient cells to culture neuronal cells and 

investigate pathological mechanisms. While this approach offers the advantage of 

directly using patient-derived material with their unique genetic makeup, it 

complicates the assessment of network effects within the context of living tissue. 

Organoids have emerged as a valuable tool for studying pluripotent stem cells, 

providing a more tissue-like environment with a mixture of cell types. However, 

current limitations restrict their utility beyond embryonic development. 
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5 Ethical considerations 
Studying biology to get a better understanding of nature, similar to studying the 

galaxies or conductive properties of different materials, has its own inherent value. 

One could argue like creating art has its own inherent value. But when the work 

could affect other humans or other organisms, higher standards are set to justify 

the use of such means. The work needs to be planned so the effect on others is 

as small possible e.g., number of animals, type of species and type of experiments 

needed. All animal handlings and use of human tissue in this thesis were according 

to local ethical regulations and were approved by the local ethical committees.  

Psychiatric disorders have high prevalence, and result in great suffering for the 

patients and the patients’ social circuit as well as huge loss for society. For most 

psychiatric disorders, we lack good preventive or treatment options, and not 

much has happened in drug development in the last 30 years despite having 

massive financial incentives. This could be due to our lack of understanding of the 

pathophysiology behind most psychiatric disorders, in fact we lack good 

understanding for the normal biology behind most of the functions that are 

disrupted in psychiatric disorders. This motivates the use of animal models to 

increase our knowledge in neurobiology. Many different models and methods can 

be used to study various aspects of neurobiology, ranging from cell cultures and 

drosophila to imaging on human subjects and access to live human brain tissue 

after surgery. For most of my work, I have used mus musculus as my animal model. 

Mice are mammals with quite similar brain cell composition to humans and offer 

a wide range of tools to manipulate and dissect for better mechanistic 

understandings. We believe mice is a good model for the questions I am trying to 

answer. 

For a more philosophical aspect – as described above we humans justify the use 

of other organisms for better understanding of our own bodies and its diseases. 

We believe we have higher value than for example mice, due to our superior 

cognitive abilities, and our higher potential to affect our surroundings, ideally for 

the good. But frankly, for me these are arbitrary properties that we know 

characterize our species and have chosen to classify ourselves as morally 

superior. 

Not long ago in our history, we conducted experiments on inmates, disabled 

people and other underprivileged human groups. Today, we see this as unethical 

and evil, even if the knowledge gained from those experiments could have 



potentially reduced the suffering of millions of humans. Of course, if put in contrast 

to the meat industry, the animal research is more ethically justified. Time will tell 

how we will in the future judge our current practice with animals. Until then, I will 

always do my best to reduce the effect I have on my experimental animals and 

only use them if necessary. 

To study the actual human biology and changes in the disease and not a model, 

one needs human samples. In our work, we use donated postmortem brain tissue. 

This raises other ethical issues. Was the consent given under the correct beliefs 

and circumstances? This becomes especially important for patients with 

psychiatric disorders. Also, are the right measures taken to not be able to trace 

back the patient’s identities? In our case, we have received the samples from 

biobanks, with no access to encryption codes for the identities. Furthermore, we 

must assume that the consents were correctly collected. What we can affect is 

that we pay profound respect to this opportunity to study human brain samples 

and perform well-planned experiments. 
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